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Metallurgy Gold ($MGLD) - TOGETHER TO THE GOLD
ASTEROID AND BEYOND!
INTRODUCTION
Metallurgy Gold ($MGLD) is an investor driven deflationary Bep-20 token
built on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) network, one of the most secure
decentralized networks in existence. The BSC platform maintains low
transaction costs while providing superior performance. From fiat currency
to BNB to $MGLD Coin, across digital platforms value is distributed in a
safe and efficient manner to our community of investors.
$MGLD is a special meme-based cryptocurrency that is innovative and
offers blockchain solutions. It has utility and serves as a currency for the
platform consisting of real-world projects designed to generate passive
income and wealth building opportunities for our investors. MetallurgyGold
was only minted with a 10 billion token supply and 4 decimals. As the
demand increases and supply becomes more scarce, the price and value
for our dedicated holders with increase to the moon and beyond.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
We think Metallurgy GOLD ($MGLD) will be highly appreciated by the
crypto community. We feel the same as most investors out there – we are
tired of seeing dozens and dozens of Inu, Dodge, and Moon-based knock
off projects with no real-world use. Those projects are often short-term
flashes in the pan that provide limited value and have no wealth generating
capability for investors. We are not one of those crazy and unrealistic
tokens out there with a 10 Billion supply that will never shift zeros and
never be impacted by supply and demand factors.
Furthermore, we are not one of those projects that promise all and deliver
nothing. Too many projects promise to clean all the air, clean the entire
ocean, plant all the trees, save all the dogs, but too often just fly off into
outer space with your money. We believe in being environmentally
responsible and supporting innovation and space exploration, but we will
never mislead our investors and never promise more than what can be
delivered. Metallurgy Gold ($MGLD) addresses the plethora of
weaknesses inherent in the meme-coin crypto market.

DEVELOPMENT TEAM
As developers - we are fully committed to the long-term success of this
project. We are tasked with the responsibility to fully develop all aspects of
the project and to meet all key objectives, as described in the Roadmap.
Unlike most other projects out there, our community of holders will truly
provide their feedback to shape and drive development. On the website,
surveys will be regularly available so you can vote on all key decisions that
shape the development of $MGLD and the projects and initiatives. You can
have total confidence in the commitment, expertise, and integrity of the
development team.
$MGLD VALUES
The development team has invested in crypto currencies for a number of
years and experienced many different types of projects, too many involving
unsavory characters, honeypots, and rug pulls, including bot damaged
projects. We have also experienced a number of solid, legitimate,
innovative, and great projects. These experiences inform our actions and
the following strong values:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Total transparency and collaboration with all of our community
Safety and fairness for all holders (no honeypot code; no rug pulls)
Commitment to long-term development, progress, and success
Implementation of innovative projects with real-world use and utility
Providing value-added and promoting wealth building opportunities

We want you to realize that you finally found a great token that is honest
and fair to all. You will feel major confidence and happiness in knowing you
made a wise choice by acquiring $MGLD and watching your tokens and
money increase along with $EGLD balance.
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FAIR LAUNCH
The plan is for you to be able to purchase $MGLD directly on Pancake
Swap, without any pre-sales or whitelists, was VIDEO live fair launched.
This is a completely safe, innovative, and potentially skyrocketing crypto
currency project for all investors. The fair pre-sale will provide opportunity
to reward early investors that see the significant value and potential in the
Meta and that support the development and expansion of $MGLD.
Together we can become the most successful BEP-20 project in the
world. Together we launch and rocket to the moon and beyond!!!
LOCKED LIQUIDITY
90% will be third party locked DXSALE in the $MGLD liquidity pool on
Pancake Swap. The BNB locked as liquidity will be unruggable as no
investor and no member of the dev team can remove the Liquidity Pool
(LP).
Our investors should have total confidence in the security of the LP and in
the long-term opportunities inherent in our projects. We encourage and
incentivize investors to hold and support development of $MGLD, and to
buy and sell when they wish. We want all of our investors to have the
opportunity to become successful based on their courage and talents
with $MGLD!
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$MGLD TOKENOMICS

$EGLD 10% DIVIDENDS PER TX
Metallurgy GOLD ($MGLD) tokenomics, transaction fees, and real-world
projects are designed in a smart way to provide value-added and utility to
our investors, to strengthen the token, to promote steady growth, and to
achieve all key objectives. The auto-liquidity, redistribution rewards, and
marketing fees are reasonable, competitive, and will also help protect our
community of holders against trading bots, which look for “low to no”
transaction tax fees. As a result, these bots often drain down the liquidity of
a token project thereby increasing price volatility, slowing the trading
volume, and project growth. The transaction fees, tokenomic strategies,
and plan for programs will build wealth and make for the best BEP-20
Token opportunity available on the Binance Smart Chain Network.
AUTO LIQUIDITY
$MGLD has an automatic liquidity pool function. The network collects 1%
from each buy and 1% of each sell transaction and adds it to the Liquidity
Pool (LP) in Pancake Swap. This increases the locked Liquidity Pool,
thereby supporting higher trade volumes, greater price stability, and the
potential for an ever rising price floor. This will support all investors to be
able to buy and sell whenever you wish. Auto-liquidity function strengthens
$MGLD for all investors, which is an important principle and strategic
priority we are fully committed to maintaining.
AUTO-REFLECTION
The auto-reflection and reward mechanism will proportionally distribute to
all holders 10% of every buy and 10% of every sell transaction. You will
earn passive income just by holding the token. This holding reward
provides significant yield incentives in a frictionless manner to investors.
Investors that hold more Metallurgy Gold ($MGLD) in their wallet will
receive a larger proportion of the statistic reflectionary yields. Their tokens
will grow and compound in a linear fashion as well as exponentially.
Auto-reflection will provide great value and wealth to investors; especially
when the price of $MGLD increases over time as the demand for the token
increases while the supply decreases. We encourage all investors to buy
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and hold $MGLD for the long-term to support development of all programs
and initiatives and to maximize your potential profit earnings.
MARKETING & DEVELOPMENT
All marketing resources will be used to maximize project implementation and
success per the roadmap. In fact, 3% of every buy and 3% of every sell will
be allocated to the marketing / development wallet for the following:

• To aggressively promote advertisements, branding, use of
influencers, and to build global awareness;
• To accelerate all development and innovations in the roadmap;
• To focus all resources and maximum effort towards getting the
$MGLD listed on more and more exchanges and increasing the
volume of purchases and trades.
$MGLD COIN BUY BACKS
On a monthly basis, a certain % of funds allocated will be used to perform
token buy backs. This will further add liquidity to the LP and also reduce the
circulating supply of the token and promote steady growth. We will perform
token buybacks when after significant price trends reach a major level of
support. Doing so will involve multiple buys that will promote increases in
trading volume and provide greater stability and opportunities for holders.
We will discuss with our holder community the best way to make use of the
$MGLD tokens obtained thru buy backs. We could burn the tokens and
permanently reduce the supply; or perhaps pair them with other currencies
in liquidity pools to earn additional value for all of our holders. We will think
innovatively about the options and receive feedback from all holders.
SECURITY
The development team will protect the project and all investors against
predatory trading bots as needed, such as pump and dump bots and
scalping bots, which everyone may or may not notice. We will rely upon
scanning tools and innovative technologies to protect your investments.

At the same time, the development team will never deploy trading bots on
this project. The wellbeing of our holders, and the fairness of trading for
all, are guiding principles that you can trust and rely upon.

$MGLD PROJECTS

DEX

https://dex.metallurgy.gold

MERCHANT STORE
An online store will be built and linked to website. Investors and the general
public will be able to purchase token themed merchandize of excellent
quality. These items will promote advertisement and branding of Metallurgy
Gold $MGLD. Other products and services will be added based on
feedback from investors to increase the volume of sales and revenues.

COLLECTIBLES MARKETPLACE
Metallurgy Gold ($MGLD) will establish an online collectibles marketplace
(using innovative smart chain contract technology) consisting of unique and
superior quality colored art. Minting your NFTs and sell it on our platform
will bring value to our ecosystem.
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WEBSITE ENHANCEMENTS & BEP NFT Token
As the Metallurgy ($MGLD) will be the currency for all platforms and
projects, we will launch an additional token based on the BEP-721 and / or
the BEP-1155 Solidity smart contract standards. We will also develop, link
with the $MGLD website, and launch a $MGLD NFT website to facilitate
buying and selling colored arts and other rare collectibles. Our community
of investors and the public will be able to use $MGLD Token - to buy and
sell colored NFTs from the website. A reasonable transaction fee will be
assessed on buys and sells.
JUSTIFICATION & ADVANTAGES
Here are the art market and investment issues our Collectibles
Marketplace of Metallurgy Gold ($MGLD) will help to ameliorate and
provide a competitive advantage. We are going with the Binance Smart
Chain BEP-721 and / or BEP-1155 sister token to our BEP-20. Binance
Smart Chain NFTs will grow exponentially in the next 12 months and
beyond because the transactions are lightening fast and the fees are very
low. There is great demand for NFTs and great opportunities and more and
more crypto NFT projects are moving to Binance Smart Chain, an
under-developed platform for NFT’s at this time. We have an innovative
plan for focusing on unique collectibles with real-world use and utility to
grow a major market and build wealth opportunities for our holders.
In addition, the colored NFTs market is not well understood by the public
and investors.
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NFT DIGITAL CERTIFICATE
To address the above issues and to provide a competitive advantage for
$MGLD, a Collectibles Marketplace will be established that is trustworthy
and where investors will enhance their education and knowledge and
where they can buy legitimate and confirmed good quality colored art.
The NFT Digital Certificate is unique digital ID for each collectible that: (a)
provides traceability during the entire Lifecyle; (b) keeps a decentralized
record of each transaction; (c) ensures ownership, and (d) provides
certification and authenticity. This makes investing in NFTs appealing, safer
for buyers, and adds transparency and integrity to the process, while
increasing the value of each NFT asset.
The NFT Digital Certificate makes each collectible special and one of a
kind. This produces a type of scarcity-based hierarchy that enhances the
real-world value of each colored collectibles. The Collectibles
Marketplace - with issuance of NFT Digital Certificates - will bring
participants in the crypto world and the public together in a powerful and
increasing synergy to strengthen the colored NFTsmarket exponentially,
both online markets and certain regional markets.
\
$MGLD MOBILE APP
We will develop and implement a mobile app. It will bundle all of the
functions of $MGLD together for easy exchange and management.
Investors using the mobile app will be able to quickly view token prices,
wallet balances, trade $MGLD, monitor passive income. Investors and the
public will be able to play the $MGLD Mining Game and other games.
Investors and the public will be able to buy items from the Metallurgy Gold
Store and also buy and sell colored art (and other rare NFT collectibles)
that are fully certified and that have an.
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CHARITY PROGRAM
We invite holders to send some BNB to the Meta-Mask Charity Wallet
Address. All funds will be donated to help the nature and wildlife. Our
greatest joy and highest calling will be to provide support to directly help
any being in need. Every $MGLD donation will be documented. We will list
the GNO, address, website, and contacts on our webpage. When we
convert charity BNB to spendable funds, a proof will go on the webpage.
100% of charity wallet funds will be donated to the most needy wild places.

CHARITY DONATION WALLET ADDRESS

0xfdf1c0Fbce3dC6e9484cef60f4269bFF33bBc01D

ROADMAP

Our Roadmap is Private, but our goal is not.
Creating the biggest decentralized platform to
buy/sell precious metals. NFT Market place
and DEX.

DEVELOPMENT TEAM
Gabriel Lucian @GabiFir

CO–Founder Metallurgy Gold
($MGLD)
Welcome to the Metallurgy Gold website.
Our most important priority is our community
of holders. You are at the center of our
values and actions. We are motivated by the
endless possibilities of what we can imagine
and do together. We want all holders to have
the opportunity to achieve success and to
build their wealth, leading to increased
quality of life and higher levels of human
development and happiness.

CEO Radu Daniel
@icsmen

I have been an investor and also a
supporter of numerous crypto projects
since 2010. My knowledge, skills, and
expertise will contribute to $MGLD
success for the benefit of all holders. I
have a wealth of global experience and
expertise. Over 10 years as a leader
managing agency departments
responsible for research, evaluations,
assessment, and quality improvement.

CEO $MGLD
I am in crypto space from 2012,
Used blockchain technology since.
Been working for other projects and
know methods to make Metallurgy
Gold a successful project and SAFU
longterm investment.
I am available each day on telegram
group Video Voice Chat, do not
hesitate. Or by e-mail :
ceo@Metallurgy.Gold

DISCLAIMER
This Whitepaper shares information with potential future token holders in connection
with the upcoming fair launch of Metallurgy Gold ($MGLD). Relevant and reasonable
information are presented in this Whitepaper for the reader to evaluate in deciding on
acquiring $MGLD tokens.
All information in this whitepaper and on the website is provided solely for educational
purposes and should not be perceived as financial advice. At the same time, nothing
in this Whitepaper implies any components of a contractual relationship.
Trading cryptocurrencies / digital assets is a high-risk, high-volatility activity. Readers of
this whitepaper should never put more resources into cryptocurrency buying than they
can stand to lose. Before investing in a cryptocurrency, the reader should always seek
professional investment advice.
Nothing in this White Paper shall be deemed to constitute an offering or a solicitation of
an offer to buy any securities, commodities, or any other kind of financial instrument in
any jurisdiction. Information provided constitutes descriptions of the $MGLD and
describes plans which are forward-looking statements. These statements are not
guarantees of future performance and undue reliance should not be placed on them.

HOW TO BUY ON PANCAKE SWAP V2
1. Download & Setup a Meta Mask or TrustWallet. Meta Mask is a crypto wallet in form of a
chrome extension; Trust Wallet is an app for your phone.
2. Add Binance Smart Chain to your network-list. See Binance website for more info.
3. Buy and send BNB to your Meta Mask or TrustWallet. You can buy BNB on any
exchange (i.e. Binance, Kraken, Coinbase etc.).
4. Transfer the tokens to your Meta Mask or TrustWallet address.
5. Go to PanecakeSwap Exchange and connect your wallet
address. https://pancakeswap.finance/swap
6. Select the From token as BNB, after that your balance will appear; next, select the To
Currency and add the $MGLD contract to buy:
https://bscscan.com/token/0x87ae87773345fa023e7d1556b1159af6b74cbb57
7. Adjust slippage tolerance to at least 14%
8. Swap BNB for $MGLD, approve the smart chain confirmation that will appear.
9. After that, Metallurgy Gold ($MGLD) will appear in your wallet.

